Many civil wars are fought between members of different religious communities. It seems plausible to focus on these communities' interrelations to identify the causal fac tors responsible for the escalating effects that religion can have in such conflicts. A closer look, however, reveals that processes within religious communities can be crucial in influencing the role religions play in intrastate wars. Within single communities, factions of religious elites compete for material and dogmatic supremacy. Such intra religious conflicts can motivate religious elites to search for support from political allies to prevail over their religious rivals. In return, they legitimize their political patrons' claims for political power and their violent campaigns against members of other religious com munities. Thus, intra religious conflicts can effectively contribute to the religious escala tion of intrastate wars between different religious communities. This argument is exemplified with reference to conflicts in Thailand, The Philippines, and Iraq.
Introduction
Religions play an important role in many intrastate wars: violence erupts along the borders of different religious communities; soldiers pray for God's help before they go to war; churches and mosques are used for recruitment, to store weapons, and to gather the fighters. Apparel and uniforms are decorated with religious symbols instead of nationalist and political insignias. Violent conflicts in Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Israel, and Afghanistan demonstrate that this religious dimension of intrastate conflicts can contribute to violence.
Academia and practitioners are searching for possibilities to counteract these escalating effects of religion. Understandably, they focus on religious communities' interrelations. The premise is that mutual understanding and respect are essential for preventing religions from playing an escalating role in conflicts between different religious communities. Inter-religious networks and councils are being built up to improve interrelations between the believers and thus contribute to the de-escalation of the conflicts.
Due to this concentration on the interrelationship of different religious communities, another significant factor is often overlooked: processes within single religious communities can influence the role religions play in civil wars. This is not a new discovery. Conflicts between ''radical'' and ''moderate'' factions of Muslim communities are being stressed in analyses of intrastate conflicts in Lebanon, Egypt, Algeria, and Pakistan. However, studies on intra-religious conflicts tend to focus on their role in political or violent conflicts within the respective religious communities. However, what is often neglected is the fact that intra-religious rivalries can affect the dynamic of conflicts between different religious communities. In trying to prevail over their religious rivals, religious elites may try to get political support consisting of specific laws and concessions or active political discrimination and suppression of competing religious leaders. But such political help does not come for free. Influential political patrons expect services in return, like religious legitimacy for their political programs or religious justification of their violent struggle against their own political rivals. Especially in religiously diverse societies, political elites will tend to present themselves as defenders of their respective ethnic and religious communities, so as to legitimize their claim for leadership and to mobilize support. 1 Their chances of success will be higher if they are supported by influential religious elites who publicly confirm their religious rhetoric. Such effective religious mobilization can in turn contribute to the escalation of intrastate conflicts.
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In this article I will elaborate on this argument and illustrate how rivalries between different religious factions can influence intrastate wars directly and indirectly. First, I will demonstrate how religious elites can play a central role in violent conflicts. The second section will illustrate how their behavior can be influenced by intra-religious conflicts. Finally, I will support my thesis on the basis of three empirical examples. The last section summarizes my arguments.
The Role of Religious Elites in Political Conflicts
People's willingness to support violent groups does not depend only on objective grievances. Subjective interpretations of individual living conditions and the prospects of successful improvement of their situation are equally important. 3 Furthermore, congruence of peoples' individual perceptions is essential for successful mobilization. Larger parts of the population will support violent struggles only if they share a common view of how their situation is to be interpreted and how it is to be changed. 4 Religion can contribute to the escalation of conflicts when it is part of such common interpretations: Fragmented groups can be integrated on the basis of common religious myths, beliefs, and rituals. Religion can also be used to emphasize fundamental differences to other religious communities. 5 If a conflict is framed in a transcendental context, negotiated conflict resolution is ruled out as religions and beliefs cannot be bargained. 6 Finally, the proclamation of heavenly rewards and punishments can increase people's readiness to bear the costs of war. 7 Quantitative studies confirm that religion can effectively contribute to conflict intensity and duration: Monica Duffy Toft observes that conflicts in which religion plays a key role are fought more intensively and last longer than other conflicts 8 while Isak Svensson finds that the probability of peaceful conflict resolution is lower if one of the conflict parties has explicit religious aims. 9 Thus, if religions become part of conflict interpretations, they can contribute to the escalation of conflicts. But how does this happen? Collective religious interpretations will only evolve if they are proposed and spread centrally. 10 Thus, in suggesting an answer to this question, I will focus on the role of religious elites. There are other dimensions of religion that have to be taken into account, like religious identities, ideas, and organizations. 11 Religious elites' intentional behavior is often neglected in the study of the role of religion in violent conflicts. However, especially if short-term dynamics are to be explained, elites' decision-making has to be taken into consideration. Moreover, religious elites' behavior can effectively influence other dimensions of religion. They shape people's religious identities and religious discourses as well as the structure of religious organizations. Therefore, in the remainder of the article I will concentrate on the role of religious elites in violent conflicts.
Every religious community has a religious elite: people who are accepted by the believers as legitimate interpreters of religious dogmas. They explain the reality in the light of their specific belief systems. They apply abstract religious ideas and provide the believers with concrete religious norms and guidelines. 12 Max Weber emphasizes that religious ideas will only be influential if they are disseminated by such religious experts and practitioners through religious structures and organizations. Similarly, Nancy Ammermann stresses that religious elites play a central role in the constitution of religious identities. They communicate specific narratives and shape the religious self-conception of the believers. 13 Religious elites' influence is not restricted to quotidian norm setting. It can also apply to the constitution of radical religious conflict interpretations. In their essence, religious calls for violence do not differ from other theological positions. In every religious belief system there are traditions, scripts, and myths that can be used to legitimize violence. Religious elites can disseminate radical religious messages drawing on these specific religious elements. 14 Thus, religious elites can effectively legitimize violent campaigns on the basis of religious norms and thus contribute to mobilization and conflict escalation. In doing this, they do not act in a structural vacuum. The impact of their calls for violence will depend on various context factors, such as the role of religion in peoples' everyday lives, specific local religious traditions, or their congruence with other cultural or social norms. 15 However, if such processes of religious norm setting succeed, violent conflicts will emerge that portray a strong religious dimension. This, in turn, will likely contribute to the intensity and the duration of the conflicts.
Obviously, religions do not only contribute to violence. Their role in violent conflicts is ambivalent. Whereas they foster violence in some settings, they have proven to be effective resources for peaceful change in others. 16 Similarly, religious elites do not only contribute to the escalation of conflicts but also to their de-escalation. As religious norm setters, they can promote peace by questioning radical (religious) mobilization, by condemning violence and calling for peace on the basis of their respective religious traditions or by actively using the material and financial resources of their communities to support peace and mediation processes. The commitments of the Grand Ayatollah Sayyid Ali al-Husayni al-Sistani in Iraq or the Dalai Lama in Tibet are cases in point. 17 While I acknowledge the ambivalent role of religious elites in violent conflicts, in the remainder of this article, I will focus on the escalating influence that their behavior can have. Notably, I want to concentrate on the question of why religious elites would be ready to act in a way that contributes to the escalation of intrastate conflicts. I want to have a closer look at the motives of religious elites to call for violence, rather than at the structural prerequisites of their success. Case studies reveal that conflicts between different factions of religious elites within single religious communities play a central role in this respect.
The Role of Intra-Religious Conflicts
It is a crucial goal of religious actors to protect and expand the realms of their religious influence. 18 This aim can derive from sincere religious beliefs or from pure self-interest. Clerics can aim at increasing their religious influence to improve their personal status within their religious community and society at large or because they are convinced that they support the growth of true religion. Regardless of whether they are motivated by personal ends or by religious convictions in trying to secure and expand their influence they will be challenged by other religious elites with similar aims.
Such competition does not only exist between religious communities but also within them. Differing theological positions, world views, and religious concepts of social order can co-exist in single religious communities. Elites will try to defend their own views and religious beliefs against competing ones and they may strive for key positions that will enable them to prevail over their competitors. 19 Their aim is to consolidate their theological convictions and to strengthen their access to material and organizational resources within their communities. Such intra-religious competitions can influence the course and the intensity of intrastate conflicts in two different ways.
Their direct impact is straightforward. Intra-religious rivalries between factions of religious elites can contribute to violence between the respective factions of believers. Competing religious elites try to mobilize their followers against their rivals to establish their predominance within their religious community. In extreme cases, they disseminate calls for violence aimed against members of the competing faction.
The religious environment in Nigeria is not only characterized by conflicts between Christian and Muslim groups. Both religious communities are factionalized themselves. In the past, the increasing number of different Muslim communities and preachers has contributed to violent communal clashes between different Muslim factions. In trying to stabilize and expand their influence, religious elites have tried to mobilize their constituencies against rival religious groups. Time and again, these religious mobilization campaigns have led to violent clashes.
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Intra-religious rivalry had a similar impact within the Sikh community in the Indian Punjab region. In the early 1980s, Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale led a violent fight against the Nirankari, a spiritual movement within Sikhism. These violent clashes resulted from an intra-religious conflict between orthodox and spiritual religious elites. The former denounced the latter's ''heretical'' beliefs and negated their right to exist. With rousing sermons, Bhindranwale mobilized his followers against the Nirankari.
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In many Muslim communities, clerics have lost their traditional religious monopoly. A stratum of new religious intellectuals has emerged. They have acquired their knowledge independently from traditional authorities. Some of them try to mobilize support against the political and religious establishment so as to enforce their own claim for leadership. 22 Intrastate conflicts based on such intra-religious rivalries have taken place in Egypt and Algeria.
This direct impact of intra-religious conflicts is easily observable and comprehensible as the parties to the conflict are congruent to the competing factions of religious elites. However, intra-religious conflicts can also contribute to conflict escalation in an indirect way. Intra-religious rivalries can lead to the escalation of conflicts between different religious communities. Contrary to the above illustrated cases, the competing religious factions are not congruent to the parties to the intrastate conflict; religious calls for violence are not aimed at religious rivals within the community but against a third party.
This indirect impact can result from the pressure that intra-religious rivalries can exert on religious elites. In order to prevail over their competitors, they search for support from political actors. Influential political elites can provide them with financial assistance, or favorable institutional and juridical conditions. Moreover, organizational concessions can consist of the discrimination against and suppression of rival religious factions and leaders.
In return, the political patrons may demand the clerics' support: religious legitimization of claims for political power or religious calls for violence. Such religious backing can help political actors to mobilize believers against their political opponents. This holds especially true for religiously diverse societies. In such situations religious rhetoric against other religious communities can be an effective means of mobilizing popular support and claiming political leadership (''defender of the religious community''). It can also boost mobilization in violent conflicts as it can be used to construct in-groups and out-groups, to rule out peaceful conflict resolution, and to increase people's willingness to bear the costs of violent conflicts. 23 Considering religious elites' crucial role in religious norm setting, political actors will be interested in receiving their backing to increase the credibility of their radical religious rhetoric. In return, religious elites will be motivated to support political elites' violent campaigns against other religious communities in order to receive assistance against their intra-religious rivals.
Hence, intra-religious conflicts can lead to religious escalation of conflicts between different religious communities, when they motivate religious elites to support violent political campaigns that are aimed against the members of another religious community. 24 Such effects of intra-religious conflicts are hard to identify because the borders of the violent conflict do not run parallel to the intra-religious conflict. Contrary to the direct impact of intra-religious conflicts, the religious calls for violence are not aimed against those religious factions that motivate the religious elites to disseminate their radical religious interpretations in the first place. Whereas the direct impact of intra-religious conflicts is being analyzed in many cases, the indirect impact is often neglected. In the remainder of this article I will concentrate on the latter.
Types of Intra-Religious Conflicts
Theoretically, two typical kinds of intra-religious conflicts can be differentiated. The first is centered around religious ideas and dogmas. Thus, it can be considered ''religious'' in the actual sense of the term as the cause of the conflict consists of differences in religious agendas, values, and doctrinal interpretations. The second is focused on religious elites' attempts to maximize their influence and access to material resources within their religious community. Consequently, it is not the conflict itself that is to be considered religious. Rather, worldly conflicts about financial resources and power take place within religious communities. Thus, it is not the cause of these conflicts that is religious but the arena in which they take place.
Empirically, these two theoretical types of intra-religious conflicts cannot be differentiated effectively. Religious elites' actual motives can hardly be identified accurately. Furthermore, rivalries are often based on some kind of combination of both theological and material aspects. Elites try to maximize their access to material resources and political power so as to strengthen their ability to make their own religious ideas and doctrinal interpretations the dominant religious discourse within their community. In concrete cases it will hardly be possible to specify whether such behavior (and conflicts that might result from it) has to be classified as being truly religious or rather political=financial. However, for the sake of illustration, I will describe these two types of intra-religious conflicts separately.
Dogmatic Religious Conflicts
Within religious communities, religious elites' theological positions, world views, and concepts can collide. 25 Different factions of religious elites and believers try to make their own views and interpretations prevail over rival ones. If they are not successful on their own, they will try to win the support of influential political actors. On many occasions, clerics have cooperated with violent, nationalist elites in order to win their support in such theological conflicts. The impact can be observed in Sri Lanka or Bosnia.
The Sri Lankan Buddhist establishment is factionalized along different theological lines. The rivalry of two major religious blocs has had a major impact on Sri Lanka's civil war. Whereas the first sees the monks' primary social role in rural development, the second concentrates on spreading the Buddhist culture. When the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) was established, the latter saw it as a chance to prevail over their religious rivals. They cooperated with the nationalist SLFP and legitimized its violent campaign against the predominantly Hindu and Muslim Tamil minority in return for political support against their theological intra-religious competitors. 26 With the end of the communist Tito regime, the Serb Orthodox Church in Yugoslavia was freed from a long era of manipulation and suppression. A neoconservative group of mainly young religious elites tried to establish connections to a new nationalist intelligentsia in Serbia. 27 They perceived the rise of Serb Nationalists led by Slobodan Milosevic as a chance to foster their position within the Serb Orthodox Church. They provided the nationalists' expansive anti-Catholic and anti-Muslim political program with religious legitimacy. In return, they received political support helping them to strengthen the church's social influence and to establish their supremacy within the orthodox religious establishment. 28 
Material Conflicts
Intra-religious conflicts can also stem from conflicting material interests. In many developing countries institutionalized churches constitute one of the few possibilities to acquire wealth and power. Hence, competition for material resources and influence can emerge in religious communities, comparable to state structures. Referring to the Catholic Church in Africa, Jean-François Bayart emphasizes that many young clerics act as religious, economic, and political entrepreneurs trying to maximize the profit they can make out of their clerical position. 29 In trying to access the material resources of their religious community, they are competing with other religious elites. Such rivalries can motivate them to align with influential political actors to receive their support in securing access to the community's material resources.
In Rwanda, clerical Hutu elites used their strong connections to the Habyarimana regime to secure their dominant position within the Catholic Church.
In the 1990s, the Catholic hierarchy was under mounting pressure due to increasing calls for a reformation within the church. Simultaneously, charismatic lay movements within the church grew in importance. The established hierarchy felt its privileged position threatened and kept up its strong connection to political elites even in the wake of the beginning genocide, to secure its clerical supremacy. As a result, many Catholic clerics actively or passively supported the regime's violent campaign and its religious underpinning. 30 Most Muslims in Chechnya belong to one of the two major Sufi orders Naqshbandiyya and Qadiriyya. Traditionally, the relationship between the two orders has been characterized by competition over social and political influence. In the wake of the ''first Chechen war,'' religious elites of the Qadiriyya cooperated with Dzhokhar Dudayev's nationalist government, hoping for its support against the Naqshbandiyya. Dudayev reformed the state's religious structure and transferred religious key positions from the Naqshbandiyya to the Qadiriyya. Thus, at the beginning of the war it was primarily the Qadiriyya that sanctioned the regime's religious calls for violence against the ''infidel'' Russian troops. 31 
Hegemonic Conflicts
As mentioned above, the differentiation of dogmatic and material intra-religious conflicts is mainly theoretical. Combinations of both types can be observed in most cases: religious factions that differ in their ethnic or regional origin or in their religious beliefs, political affiliations, or world views compete for religious influence, religious supremacy, and access to the community's material resources. In short, they compete for hegemony within the community.
In such hegemonic conflicts, the probability that one faction will search for political support will be high, if its members' access to religious positions and material resources is systematically blocked because they belong to a specific regional, ethnic, or dogmatic faction within the community. Such restrictions can be the result of political discrimination or the other faction's consolidated dominance. If one of the factions is already closely aligned with influential political elites, it might use its political support to systematically shun its rivals from access to religious influence. Similarly, in highly institutionalized and formalized religious communities, dominant religious elites can use their control over intra-religious rules and regulations to systematically keep members of rival religious factions from gaining influence within formal religious structures.
In both cases, the inferior faction may try to find other ways to prevail over its rivals. It may, for example, search for political elites' support. In return, they provide their patrons with religious legitimacy. In political or violent conflicts between different religious communities, they might confirm political leaders' radical religious agitations and may thus support the religious escalation of the respective conflicts.
In the remainder of the article I will illustrate how hegemonic conflicts within religious communities can shape violent intrastate conflicts between different religious communities. I do not aim at extensive analyses of these cases. Rather I want to illustrate how competition between different religious factions can result in religious elites' support for radical political movements. Muslim rebel movements in Thailand, Iraq, and the Philippines serve as examples. I have chosen these cases because they display important similarities: in all three Muslim communities, protest movements emerged that challenged the hegemony of established religious elites.
In all three cases, religious elites within these movements supported violent rebel groups as a means to end the supremacy of rival clerics. And in all of these cases, this religious support effectively shaped the course of violent conflicts with other religious communities. Even though the empirical case studies do not meet the requirements of actual comparative analysis (as regards case selection and analysis of control variables), their striking similarities demonstrate the plausibility of the argument that intra-religious conflicts can effectively shape intrastate wars.
For all of the following three cases, I will show that a) religion played a major role in the mobilizing ideology of the respective violent movements and their political leaders, b) religious elites played a central role in disseminating these movements' radical religious propaganda, and c) that intra-religious hegemonic conflicts 32 played an important role in motivating religious elites to support the violent movements' religious mobilization against the members of other religious communities.
Case Studies
Thailand Inter-religious relations in southern Thailand have traditionally been quite harmonious. 33 However, when the government in Bangkok started to restrict the region's traditional autonomy rights in the early 20th century, frictions between the Muslim and Buddhist communities increased. Local Muslim political elites lost their power to Buddhists faithful to the Thai government. Many of those that were deprived of their power started to advocate for the region's secession from Thailand and its association with Malaysia. Lack of self-determination, slow economic development, and state-fostered immigration of Buddhists from northern regions led to further escalation of the conflict between the government and the Muslim population in the region. Turmoil and riots followed. The situation calmed down during the Second World War but escalated again in the 1960s. Several rebel groups emerged that tried to enforce autonomy of Muslim Mindanao against the central government by violent means. 34 The first Muslim rebel groups legitimized their fight against the government with an ethnic agenda. 35 However, in the early 1970s they started using religious calls for violence to mobilize the population. An analysis of the pamphlets of the rebel group Patani United Liberation Organisation demonstrates the religious essence of the rebels' propaganda. They emphasized the inner unity of the Muslims and their distinctiveness from the majority Buddhist population. Simultaneously, they resorted to verses from the Koran to demonstrate the superiority of their own religion as compared to Buddhism. Finally, they called the believers to take up arms against the ''nonbelievers.'' The increasing importance of religion in the rebel movement is mirrored by the separatist organizations' names: violent groups were renamed or newly formed so as to correspond to the new leading ideology, like the United Mujahedin Front of Patani or the Islamic Liberation Front of Patani. 36 In persuading the population of the religious necessity to fight the government, the rebels were supported by Muslim religious elites. They were responsible for recruitment and training. Most importantly, they disseminated the rebels' religious calls for violence and thus contributed to the credibility and the success of the religious propaganda. 37 Interviews with the local population confirm that numerous religious leaders had helped to persuade the believers that the violent fight against the Buddhist government was a religious necessity. Still today, religious teachers play a central role in supporting the rebels' leadership and in providing religious legitimacy to the use of violence. 38 Why did religious elites behave this way? Intra-religious conflicts within the Muslim community played a central role in their support to the rebels' radical propaganda. The majority of the Muslims belong to the Shafi school of Sunni Islamic thought. However, their religious tradition differs from orthodox doctrines and practices. 39 Religious schools and mosques teach a kind of Islam that has been influenced by other belief systems. Its rituals and customs are characterized by overlaps with Buddhist, Hindu, and local spiritual traditions such as the use of magic objects or the belief in spirits and magical healing. This dominant traditional form of Islam has been challenged by a reformist Muslim movement that has gained in importance since the 1960s. Originally, its members mainly came from foreign countries and engaged against secularization and consumerism and for a purification of Islam. 40 The reformist movement was strengthened when more and more Muslims received stipends from Islamic countries and private organizations that allowed them to pursue religious studies in India and the Middle East. Since the 1990s, many of the returnees did not go back to their religious home communities. Rather they tried to open up new religious schools, to gain religious influence, and to establish themselves as religious elites against the dominant traditional form of Islam. 41 Thus, an intra-religious rivalry evolved with the growing influence of the reformist movement. The local population started to distinguish between two distinct Muslim groups: the ''kaum tua,'' the traditionalists, and the ''kaum muda,'' the reformists=modernists. The latter distanced themselves from prevailing religious practices, and tried to ''clean'' the believers from traditional elements of folk Islam. Their condemnation of ''impure'' Islam challenged the religious influence of traditional religious elites. Over the years, the distinction between traditionalists and modernists blurred as waves of young Muslims returned from abroad with new, progressive ideas and distanced themselves from the dominant elites and practices at home whether these ideas were originally traditionalist or reformist. Hence, the rivalry evolved into a competition between established religious elites and young Muslim modernists. 42 When looking at the rebel movement, it is striking that religious support has been mainly restricted to the group of young clerics and religious elites that were trying to establish themselves against the hegemony of traditional religious elites. Many of these young Muslims did not possess the financial resources required to build their own religious schools or mosques. More importantly, their religious studies abroad were not recognized by the Thai government. By not accepting their foreign degrees, the government denied them access to religious positions. Thus, many young clerics were systematically excluded from access to religious influence. Many of them had to reluctantly work in existing religious schools. As graduates from Arabic schools, they were often better qualified than the principal religious teachers. Hence, they were subordinate to religious elites whose religious beliefs they did not share and against whom they were not able to prevail. Analyses of the current conflict show that many members of this group of young religious elites have been particularly engaged in support of rebel groups and the dissemination of radical ideologies. 43 For these marginalized young clerics, the rebel movement constituted a promising ally against their intra-religious rivals. Rebels fought the government for secession of southern regions from the Thai state. This corresponded to the interests of marginalized religious elites: with its policy of patronage the government supported the religious establishment and excluded young clerics from these structures. Thus, many young Muslims supported rebel groups against common enemies as a means to end their rivals' religious hegemony and strengthen their own religious influence within the Muslim community in southern Thailand. Undoubtedly various personal, political, and social aspects have been essential in persuading individual young Muslim elites to support the violent struggle against the Thai government. However, based on the descriptions above, it can convincingly be argued that the intra-religious conflict between deprived young clerics and the religious establishment played an important role in contributing to the religious escalation of the violent conflict between the Muslim minority and the Thai government.
Iraq
When the Baath regime was overthrown in 2003, a political vacuum was created. Several political and armed groups competed for political leadership. In the same year the number of Sunni terrorist attacks on Shiite targets increased significantly. 44 A central rationale of the violence has been radical Sunnis' hope to trigger a civil war that would plunge the country into chaos and lead to the withdrawal of foreign troops. At first, from 2003 to 2005, this aggression barely led to retaliatory acts on the part of the Shiite community. It was only after the first elections in the year 2005 that the number of Shiite violent acts against Sunnis increased. The Shiite Jaysh al-Mahdi has been one of the major violent protagonists. The group was founded after the fall of the Baath regime by the young Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr. He has quickly been able to gather support in the slum districts of Baghdad. In 2006 and 2007, his militia was able to control substantial parts of the capital through ''sectarian cleansing. '' 45 Religion has always played a central role in the Jaysh al-Mahdi. Its religious mobilization campaign was mainly directed towards the violent fight against U.S. troops and to a lesser extent against the Sunni population. Muqtada al-Sadr declared the ''coalition of the willing'' a threat to the return of the hidden Imam and the beginning of a golden Islamic era. The members of the Interim Governing Council were called ''infidels'' and ''traitors.'' He interpreted the use of violence as a good religious deed in favor of the hidden Imam that justified the sin of killing. 46 In the context of the Shiite-Sunni conflict, Sadr's rhetoric has been more differentiated. He condemned acts of violence against the community of the Sunnis: ''I call on Muslims, Sunnis and Shi'ites, to be brothers. . . . Faith is the strongest weapon, not arms. '' 47 However, at the same time he called for the fight against ''Wahabis'' and members of the old Baath regime. Radical Sunnis were declared ''Nawasib'' enemies of the family of the Prophet.
48 Such a differentiated rhetoric provided his militia with sufficient interpretative leeway and religious legitimization to use violence against Sunnis when deemed necessary.
The Jaysh al-Mahdi has been able to mobilize parts of the Shiite population because it was able to persuasively interpret the Sunni-Shiite conflict in religious terms. Support from religious elites was essential in this regard. Even though al-Sadr is a low-ranking Shiite cleric himself, he was in need of support from other local religious elites to disseminate his religious messages to the population. As a matter of fact, local religious elites constituted the backbone of his political-religious movement. Most of them have aborted their religious studies prematurely. They preach in small mosques within the areas controlled by the Jaysh al-Mahdi and spread Sadr's religious interpretations to the Shiite believers. Many of them have publicly called for violence against the members of the Baath party and ''radical Sunnis. '' 49 Why did so many young clerics decide to support the Jaysh al-Mahdi? Intrareligious conflicts played a major role in convincing them to join the movement and support its radical religious rhetoric against foreign troops and Sunnis. Shiite intra-religious rivalry can be traced back to a cleavage within the Shiite clerical class. Put simply, it can be said that a rather apolitical faction is competing with a political one. The first does not call for the religious elites to be detached from any kind of political engagement. However, it rejects the idea of religious elites taking over direct political responsibility. Traditionally, the majority of this faction belongs to the Usuli School of Thought. According to this school, every believer has to choose a living cleric whose religious interpretations he will follow. The religious authority of these ''sources of emulation'' is based on formal religious knowledge. 50 Members of the political faction, on the other hand, call for a politically active Shiite clergy that is ready to take over political responsibility. Radical members demand the subordination of any political decision under the scrutiny of the religious elite. The majority of them refute the Usuli School's strict concept of authority. In the 1970s, Baqir-al-Sadr introduced the distinction between different kinds of religious elites: the ones whose religious authority is based on their profound religious knowledge and others whose legitimate authority is based on the fact that they are aware of the needs of the believers and that they are active in the name of their communities. This interpretation has been stressed by other members of the Sadr family to legitimize their claim for religious authority against the members of the Usuli School. 51 To date, these two factions fight over hegemony within the Shiite community. They compete for access to important Shiite mosques, educational centers, and religious alms. This rivalry is especially apparent in the Shiite areas in eastern Baghdad, in Kerbala, Kufa, and Basra. Within these centers of the Shiite religious community, both factions try to monopolize the principal religious sites. 52 The conflict is especially intense in Najaf, the spiritual and financial capital of the Shiites in Iraq. The Shrine of Imam Ali is situated in the city and it hosts the Hawza-al Illmiya a network of religious seminars and institutions, led by the most high-ranking Shiite clerics. Thus, the dominant religious authorities in the city control the most important seminars and mosques of the Shiite community. On several occasions members of the Sadr family have tried to seize control over the city. 53 This intra-religious conflict has shaped the violent conflict between Shiite and Sunni groups. Most religious elites in the Jaysh al-Mahdi belong to the political faction. The consolidated hegemony of the apolitical faction and its severe formal requirements prevented any easy access to religious positions and influence. Many young religious elites failed in the conventional religious educational system. Alternatively, they tried to boost their religious influence by joining the Jaysh al-Mahdi, which was explicitly aiming to end the hegemony of the apolitical faction and its formal system of religious authority. Thus, many young clerics of the political faction conceived of the movement as a chance to abolish formal obstacles to religious influence, to establish themselves as religious leaders against the official Hawza-al Illmiya, and to get access the community's financial and material resources. Muqtada al-Sadr has mainly been supported by these young, local elites who were not able to succeed within the religious establishment. They rebelled against the official religious structures and used the Mahdi movement as both a mouthpiece and vehicle to gain religious influence against the dominating apolitical faction. 54 However, joining the Jaysh al-Mahdi also meant subscribing to its anti-Sunni agenda and supporting it in mobilizing the believers against ''radical Sunnis.'' Undoubtedly, many young Muslims joined the Jaysh al-Mahdi out of personal conviction that the fight against Sunni groups and the apolitical faction of their religious community was a religious necessity. However, the intra-religious conflict described above shaped the composition of the Jaysh al-Mahdi and contributed to the dissemination of its radical religious agenda.
The Philippines
The conflict of the Muslim ''Moro'' and the Philippine central government can be traced back to the Spanish occupation of the Philippines in the 16th century. Whereas large parts of the country were quickly controlled and proselytized by the Christian colonial power, the Muslim regions in the south of the Philippines offered fierce resistance to the occupation. The Spanish called the Muslims ''Moros'' as they had the same religion as the ''Moors,'' Muslim Arabs who conquered and then occupied the Iberian Peninsula until the 15th century. After the Spanish-American War, the Philippines were transferred to the United States in 1898. Following initial military clashes, the new power changed its strategy and tried to integrate the traditional Muslim elites into the state administration. However, after the Philippines' independence in 1946, relations between the ''Moros'' and the Christian majority deteriorated further. Political and economic discrimination and state-promoted mass migration of Christians from the north to the Muslim south played a central role in the continuous escalation of the conflict. The first rebel movements were founded among the ''Moros'' in the 1960s. They engaged the central government in a violent conflict that later evolved into a full-fledged civil war. 55 At first, the discourse of the rebel movement was mainly ethno-national in nature. Its founders and leaders primarily stemmed from leftist student movements. Their proclaimed aims were autonomy, an end to the discrimination of the ''Moro people,'' and a more equitable distribution of land among Muslims and Christians. 56 By the end of the 1970s, this ethno-national discourse was replaced by a more radical religious interpretation of the conflict. Islam became the primary element of the rebels' mobilizing ideology when the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) was formed: ''All Mujahideen under the . . . MILF adopt Islam as their way of life. Their ultimate objective in their Jihad is to make supreme the WORD of ALLAH and establish Islam in the Bangsamoro homeland. '' 57 Whereas the initial rebel movements aimed at the establishment of an independent state, for the MILF independence was just the means to a higher end: the protection and dissemination of Islam and the Will of God.
58 This reorientation of the rebels' discourse effectively strengthened its public support and resulted in a strong religious connotation and escalation of the conflict. Support from Muslim elites was essential in convincing believers of the rebels' new religious propaganda.
Many Muslim clerics were active in the rebel movement and supported its violent fight against the government. Religious elites were integrated into the rebel forces and took over principal functions in the movement. Additionally, the MILF was supported by imams and religious teachers in local mosques and religious schools. 59 They played a crucial role in the recruitment, organization, and ideological formation of the rebels. Mobilization drives emphasized the religious duty of the Muslims to take part in the holy war against the Philippine government. 60 Thus, the MILF used the support of local religious elites as well as their broad networks of mosques and religious schools to make the movement's new religious agenda accessible to the population. 61 But why did so many Muslim religious elites provide religious legitimacy to the rebels' radical religious agenda that focused on the religious differences between the ''Moros'' and the country's predominantly Christian government?
Intra-religious conflicts played a central role in motivating religious elites to support the rebel movement. In the Philippines, Islam has developed in close relation to local religious rites and traditions. Far away from the religious centers of Islam, a religious tradition evolved that has been strongly influenced by its specific cultural surroundings and that integrated local customs, cleansing rituals, and beliefs. Local aristocratic elites, the so-called Datus, traditionally controlled religious elites through structures of patronage. 62 This dependence explains a central feature of the local Islamic tradition: the legitimization of traditional feudal structures and local strongmen with reference to special religious privileges of the Datus, based on the will of God. 63 This traditional alliance of religious elites and their patrons has been challenged from the 1960s on. During the Nasser regime in Egypt, thousands of young Muslims in the Philippines received financial support that enabled them to study abroad. Many of them adhered to reformist religious beliefs. Gradually, a new religious elite emerged. Many of its members had a more rigorous interpretation of Islam. 64 They condemned ''religious innovations'' in the traditional Islamic belief system and criticized local rites and customs as being ''un-Islamic.'' In this, they not only turned against traditional religious elites but also against the ruling Datus as their political claim for leadership was legitimized by the local religious elite and traditional folk Islam. 65 The composition of the MILF is a clear indication that the intra-religious conflict played a crucial role in the religious elites' support of the rebel movement and thus to the effective development of a strong religious dimension of the rebellion against the Philippine government. The rebels' radical religious interpretations were mainly promulgated by members of the new religious elite. When they returned from their religious studies abroad, they tried to prevail over the traditional religious establishment and ''Folk Islam.'' However, their access to religious positions and religious influence was artificially blocked by the traditional alliance of religious elites and their political patrons the influential Datus. Thus many members of the new religious elite formed a counter-alliance with young political elites who played an increasingly important role in the political leadership of the rebel movement. Young clerics were directly engaged in the MILF while others established themselves as religious teachers and Imams and became the public mouthpiece of the rebel movement that persuaded the believers of the religious necessity to fight the government. 66 It cannot be ruled out that other factors were more influential in the religious overtones to the civil war in the Philippines. However, it seems convincing that the intra-religious conflict between traditional religious authorities and the new religious elite led to the formation and consolidation of political-religious alliances that played an important role in shaping the religious dimension of the conflict.
Summary
Many conflicts are fought between members of different religious communities, as in Sri Lanka, Indonesia, India, Nigeria, and Sudan. The escalatory role of religion in such intrastate wars does not simply result from specific religious dogmas and traditions. Neither can it be traced back to specific differences between various religious communities' doctrines. Religions are not isolated from political or social factors. 67 Their institutions, elites, and ideas are closely linked to social and political organizations, actors, and ideologies. The role of religion in conflicts is shaped by the nature of these interrelationships. Thus, if we want to understand how religions can contribute to the escalation of intrastate conflicts, we have to analyze how religions interact with the political and social spheres. In this article, I have argued that conflicts between rival religious elites can be powerful motives for them to ally with political actors and to influence political processes. In many cases this resulted in religious-political alliances that contributed to the escalation of intrastate conflicts.
Religious elites play a central role in many violent conflicts. They can interpret them in religious terms and disseminate radical religious interpretations among the believers. Without such religious interpretation work, radical religious calls for violence would lack necessary religious credibility to act as effective tools for mobilization. Accordingly, religious elites play a major role in determining the way in which religions influence the course of violent intrastate conflicts. If they successfully frame conflicts in religious terms, they contribute to the duration and intensity of violent conflicts. Empirical studies demonstrate that civil wars that display religious underpinnings are fought more intensively and are harder to end peacefully. This raises the question of why religious elites would be involved in contributing to the religious escalation of conflicts between members of different religious communities.
Undoubtedly, differences between religious communities can play a central role in civil wars. However, in many conflicts it is not the relations between religious communities alone that shape the elites' behavior but the relations between religious elites within single communities.
Within their communities, religious elites try to defend their religious interpretations against rival elites. They try to influence religious discourses and compete with other elites for material and organizational resources in their communities. Such rivalries can directly lead to violence. In these cases violent movements will be formed along the borders of different religious factions. This can be observed in India, Nigeria, and in different Muslim countries. But inner-religious conflicts can also influence intrastate wars indirectly. Clerics support violent political movements against members of other religious communities because they hope for political support against their own intra-religious rivals.
There are two ideal types of intra-religious conflicts: material and dogmatic conflicts. In the first case, material resources are crucial; in the latter case the influence on intra-religious discourses is essential. Combinations of both types are particularly common. Different factions of religious elites compete for material and dogmatic supremacy within their religious communities. In order to illustrate how such conflicts can influence the course of civil wars, I have briefly described three violent conflicts. Hegemonic conflicts can be observed within the Muslim minorities in Thailand and the Philippines as well as in the Shiite community in Iraq. The hegemonic positions of established religious elites are challenged by competing factions of nonestablished clerics. In Thailand and the Philippines, young Muslim clerics returned from studies in foreign countries and tried to establish themselves against traditional religious elites. In Iraq, young adherents to a political form of Islam competed with moderate religious elites for the spiritual and material leadership in the Shiite community. However, in all three cases their access to religious influence was structurally blocked by political interference in religious systems and=or by formal requirements set by dominant religious factions. In Thailand, it was the state that blocked young Malay Muslims' access to religious structures. In the Philippines, local feudal structures played a similar role. The formalized concept of religious authority based on knowledge closed young religious elites' way to religious influence. In all three cases, young religious elites have searched for support from political elites or political movements in gaining access to religious influence and ending their rivals' hegemony. In exchange, they have helped to legitimize these actors' and movements' radical religious propaganda und thus contributed to the religious escalation of intrastate conflicts between different religious communities.
Even if further empirical analyses are necessary to determine the causal relevance of intra-religious conflicts, the illustrated cases indicate that crucial factors have been neglected in the analyses of the role of religion in violent conflicts. Intra-religious rivalries can influence religious elites' motives and strategies. If different religious factions compete for financial and organizational resources, the probability increases that one of them will search for political help. In many cases, they support violent movements with radical violent interpretations. In return, they receive the aid they need to prevail over their intra-religious rivals. The risk of such political-religious cooperation will be especially high if one faction's access to religious influence is systematically blocked by political actors or institutionalized mechanisms within the religious community. I do not want to argue that religious elites' behavior may not equally be influenced by other factors such as religious beliefs, political convictions, or personal values. However, the examples outlined above indicate that intra-religious relations and structures play an important role in influencing religious elites' decision-making. Thus, when exploring how religious communities behave outwardly, one has to analyze how they are organized internally.
Notes

